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RISING ONLINE BOOKKEEPING STAR 
RECONCILED USES BLENDED 
WORKPLACELESS PROGRAMS TO 
SUPPORT RAPID GROWTH  

As Reconciled prepared to bring on new team members, the leadership team 
completed both Workplaceless and Leadplaceless courses to effectively build 
remote-friendly practices and support the needs of their employees while 
maintaining a strong and inclusive culture.  
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1. Maintain consistency and increase performance 
while scaling a remote team.  

2. Align culture. 

3. Prepare leaders for managing remote team 
members.   

4. Prevent isolation and burnout that can come with 
being part of a rapidly growing and high performing 
team. 

"Workplaceless is helping our team increase our performance as a remote company.  
With employees in many states and customers all over the country, their training has 
provided us with the skills we need to operate at another level.  We recommend 
Workplaceless to any company trying to grow a remote team.”

Michael Ly 
Founder and CEO, Reconciled
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Reconciled is a rapidly growing online bookkeeping firm with headquarters in Burlington, 

Vermont and bookkeepers in nine states across the US. Led by CEO Michael Ly, their executive 

team has always prioritized building a strong, inclusive, and fun company culture.  

In 2019, they were preparing to bring on new team members and knew that in order to maintain 

their strong culture, they would need to build remote-friendly processes and practices. Since 

remote roles in finance are relatively rare, the leadership team also knew that many of their new 

hires would be working remotely for the first time, and they would need to understand how best 

to support them. Reconciled wanted to provide their team with the resources to adequately 

prepare them for succeeding in their high-performing remote team.  

The leadership team at Reconciled completed the Workplaceless 

Remote Work Certification program to learn the skills needed to 

succeed in remote work and Leadplaceless, a virtual leadership 

training program to develop strategies for supporting their remote 

team members.  

A group of leaders and individual contributors completed the 

Saveplaceless workshop to identify strategies for preventing isolation 

and burnout, two of the most common challenges cited by remote 

workers.  

1. Maintain consistency and increase 
performance while scaling a remote team. 

Leaders agreed that they needed better and more 

consistent documentation of policies and procedures. 

In the Leadplaceless program, they collaborated using 

various tools to document policies and procedures, 

such as the Communication Charter, which clearly 

outlines the expectations for communicating 

throughout the organization. 

Challenges

Solution

Results The Impact

7 Certified Remote 
Leaders

Team Members
Armed with strategies to 
prevent isolation and burnout

Agreed that the 
information learned in 
Leadplaceless will help 
them meet their 
organization’s remote 
working goals

21

100%

6 Certified Remote Workers
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2. Align culture.  

The Leadplaceless program blends self-paced online content with live workshops—this 

format “helped create space . . . to dive into areas that [they] can improve on as a company.” 
This course proved invaluable to the leadership team, which used the skills developed in 

Leadplaceless to define an action plan for 2020. 

3. Prepare leaders for managing remote team members.     

With the Workplaceless Remote Work Certification, Reconciled leaders learned about the top 

skills needed to succeed in remote work. Leaders leveraged this knowledge to set clear 

expectations and to quickly identify areas their team members can improve.  

Leaders then completed Leadplaceless to develop the skills needed to support those remote 

team members and create their Leadership Development Plans to plan further growth. 

4. Prevent isolation and burnout that can come with being part of a 
rapidly growing and high performing team.  

With the Workplaceless Remote Work Certification, Reconciled leaders learned about the top 

skills needed to succeed in remote work. Leaders leveraged this knowledge to set clear 

expectations and to quickly identify areas their team members can improve.  

“Managing and leading a remote team presents its own unique challenges. 
Leadplaceless opened the door for great conversations, practical knowledge, and 
insights from other remote companies that empowered our managers to confidently 
lead. Along with that, we had tangible takeaways that we were able to implement 
immediately and goals for the next year that will help us reach our mission.” 

Stephanie Stewart 
Human Resources Generalist, Reconciled

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE WORKPLACELESS AND 
LEADPLACELESS TRAINING PROGRAMS. 

Schedule a discovery call with our learning 
consultants to discuss your team needs.

https://www.workplaceless.com/certification
https://www.workplaceless.com/leadplaceless
https://www.workplaceless.com/consult

